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Before

Snapshot
Patient: Lyndsey Lowe
Age: Young Adult

After

Home: Southern Utah
Treatment: Seven front
veneers

Real Stories about Real Smiles.
Q: Why did you have the cosmetic dental work
done?
"I had an OK smile, but some of my teeth were
chipping and quite thin. After talking about it for
about two months with my parents we decided
to make it happen. My brother had his smile
makeover six months before me so I couldn't
let him have the best smile."
"I had the advantage of having my brother get
his smile done first by Dr. Utley. In one way it
made me more sensitive to my smile, but in
another it was great to know the latest ways to
make my smile a little better than I was born
with."

happy with the way my smile

"A great smile is such a reflection of how you
feel and how others perceive you that I wanted
to do something about it early in my life rather
than wait until later on.”

turned out,"

Q: What was the cosmetic dental process like?

"I feel glamorous. I was really

do some re-sizing to make sure the veneers
matched my mouth and face."
"The whole process took about six visits, including the special adjustments for size and fit.”
Q: How did you feel about your new smile?
"I feel glamorous. I was really happy with the
way my smile turned out. It's interesting how
your smile affects how you feel about yourself
and how others look at you."
Q: Why did you choose Dr. Utley?
"I like Dr. Utley best. He's been our family dentist
for years so he's the one we trust for all of our
dental work. He never rushes you and always
makes sure you're happy with the results."

"The first step was having Dr. Utley go over the
scope of work that was being done. We discussed color, size, shape, The second step was
to prep my teeth, take impressions and make
molds."
"Temporary wax veneers were the thing. This
part was important because you got to 'testdrive' the look before deciding. We needed to
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“Come and see what a
beautiful smile we can
create for you!”
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